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NCCI is the nation’s most experienced provider
of workers compensation insurance information.
We gather data, analyze industry trends, and
prepare objective insurance rate and loss cost
recommendations. These activities, together
with our research, analytical services and tools,
and overall commitment to excellence, help
foster a healthy workers compensation system.

What’s So Important About
Ownership Changes?
In the experience rating (ER) world,
ownership plays a key role. Buying,
selling, and transferring assets can
directly alter who is impacted by the
experience. Ownership determinations ensure that the appropriate
entity’s experience is used in the
experience rating modification calculation. For example, if Company A
sells 25% of its ownership interest to
Company B, this could result in both
companies being noncombinable—and
that could have an effect on experience rating modifications.
Ownership changes must be reported
to the insurance company, but the
carrier may not be the initial point of
contact. More often than not, the
employer reaches out to its agent to
add or remove an entity from its policy. The employer’s agent is a knowledgeable professional who can assist
in the reporting process, inquire
whether the insured has evaluated
the ownership change, and explain the
potential impact. It might be a solid
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acquisition for the employer, but the
prior experience will still impact the
new owner’s modification for up to
three years.
After a change in ownership, employers must complete an ERM-14 form.
This form contains a table of transactions, as well as places to enter the
risk’s information and the percentage
of ownership.
The types of transactions include:
• Name and/or legal status change
• Sale, transfer, or conveyance of all
or a portion of an entity’s ownership interest
• Sale, transfer, or conveyance of an
entity’s physical assets to another
entity that takes over its operations
• Merger or consolidation
• Formation of a new entity that acts
as, or in effect is, a successor to
another entity
• An irrevocable trust or receiver,
established either voluntarily or by
court mandate
• Determination of combinability of
separate entities
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Pertinent risk information to
include on the form:
• Entity name(s)
• Risk ID, FEIN, and/or policy
number(s)
• Addresses
Another important piece of information needed is the ownership
percentages of the owners of the
company or companies involved in
the ownership change. The form
includes a table with columns to
indicate the entity name, as well as
the owners and their ownership
percentages. Also essential to note
is the date of the ownership
change, as well as the date it was
reported to the insured’s carrier.
If the employer feels that the
acquisition information does not fit
neatly into the ERM-14 form,
NCCI’s Experience Rating Plan
Manual also allows for a narrative
as long as it’s on the insured’s letterhead and signed by the insured.
The narrative allows the employer to:
• Say what happened and who was
involved
• Explain what the insured’s
ownership change was
• List the owners’ names, their
percentage of ownership, and a
few key details so that NCCI ER
analysts can find the experience
(Risk ID, FEIN, Risk Name, etc.)
and, most importantly, tell us the
story
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NCCI wants to ensure that all of
the company’s experience is in the
right place and that the experience
rating modification is calculated
accurately. Help us help you!
For more information about
Ownership Changes, please see
NCCI’s Experience Rating Plan
Manual Rule 3—Ownership
Changes and Combination of
Entities.

NCCI Brings Data
Visualization Tools to Life
In July, NCCI launched two tools—
a redesigned State Insight and an
interactive class tree map—as part
of our initiative to offer more data
visualization tools to the workers
compensation industry.
State Insight enhances how you
view state-specific information.
Available to carriers and regulators, the new State Insight is intu-

itive and interactive, and it provides results at a glance—with
additional details just a click away.
The refreshed tool makes workers
compensation business easier—
from any device.
See the “See How State Insight Can
Benefit You” article for additional
information about the new State
Insight.
NCCI’s Interactive Class Tree Map
lets you explore workers compensation data at the classification
level. You can visualize the impact
of the most recent recession and
other trends using aggregate payroll data for more than 500 national classifications. You can also use
this new tool to analyze losses, premium, and more.
First presented at the 2015 Annual
Issues Symposium, the tree map was
refreshed with new data and

process and online tool. NCCI now
offers a PDF format option in addition to the current WCIO file format for experience rating files
delivered via ERWD.

enhanced to allow users to group
data by hazard group or industry
group, in addition to schedule
group.
Both State Insight and the tree map
are available at ncci.com. For more
information, contact NCCI’s
Customer Service Center at 800NCCI-123 (800-622-4123).

See How State Insight Can
Benefit You
State Insight offers one-stop shopping for affiliates and regulators to
access key state-specific workers
compensation information. The
tool’s streamlined design is intuitive and mobile friendly, and
allows for the visualization of timely state results from multiple interactive views.
Here are some of the key features
and enhancements:

• Easy navigation to your statespecific information
• Interactive Map with various
overlays
• Snapshot of high-level State
results
• Ability to view Voluntary and
Assigned Risk market results for
all states
• Standard Premium and Average
Loss Ratio by Class Schedule
• Interactive view of Premium and
Pricing data for your state
• Mobile-friendly technology with
automatic screen scaling for
most devices

Here are some highlights of the
new features:
• Use the PDF to save and/or print
each worksheet without having
to open the file into the ERWD
Viewer
• Select the option of receiving
WCIO format only, PDF format
only, or both WCIO and PDF formats
• Choose to have each worksheet
created as an individual PDF, or
have all worksheets created in
one PDF
• Easily sort rating information on
the accompanying packing slip in
its new Microsoft Excel format
• Use the new custom request
function to retrieve historical
ratings delivered within the past
year

Check it out today.

The ERWD online tool even has a
new mobile-friendly format that
allows you to access the tool from
anywhere! Check out the new
ERWD features available on
ncci.com.

Introducing Experience
Rating Worksheet
Distribution Enhancements

Learn the Basics on
Reclassifications and
Revisions

In August, enhancements were
made to the Experience Rating
Worksheet Distribution (ERWD)

Did you know that NCCI conducts
a Classification Inspection Program
in all NCCI states as a part of
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its ongoing core services? As
authorized in NCCI’s Basic Manual
for Workers Compensation and
Employers Liability Insurance (Basic
Manual) and the Workers
Compensation and Employers
Liability Insurance Policy, the
Classification Inspection Program
monitors the accurate and consistent application of the classification system.
As a result of an inspection, NCCI
may determine that classification
code(s) on the policy should be
changed. Classification code
changes are made in accordance
with Rule 1-F of NCCI’s Basic
Manual.
It may also be appropriate, under
certain circumstances, to revise the
insured’s current experience modification in accordance with Rule 4B-3 of NCCI’s Experience Rating
Plan Manual. This rule states the
following:
3. Corrections in Classifications
a. A risk’s classification(s) may
be corrected in accordance
with the Basic Manual. When
a classification assigned to a
risk is revised other than as a
result of a change in risk
operations, the experience
rating modification may be
recalculated by the rating
organization. The purpose of
such recalculation is to
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produce an experience
rating modification factor
using rating values that correspond to the rates charged
on a policy.
b.In such circumstances, the
rating organization will act
to ensure the proper
calculation and application
of experience rating
modifications. This includes,
but is not limited to:
• Reassigning past payroll to
the appropriate classification code and rating values
• Using correction reports
submitted in accordance
with the Statistical Plan
• Reviewing the information
submitted regarding each
change and determining
the impact, if any, on the
experience rating modification(s) of the entities
involved
• Requesting additional
information, if necessary,
due to the complexity of
certain corrections
c. The rating organization
will not revise a modification if the change in classification is a result of:
• A change in risk operations
• A filed and approved
change to the classification
system

If an experience rating modification
is revised based on the results of an
inspection, there will be a note
included on the experience rating
worksheet that indicates that the
rating was revised due to class
code adjustments.

Learn About Changes to the
Premium Eligibility Threshold
NCCI’s Experience Rating Plan
(Plan) is a component of the workers compensation individual risk
rating system. The purpose of the
Plan is to tailor the loss costs/rates
for individual employers in a given
classification code by distinguishing those with better-than-average
experience from those with lessfavorable experience. Application
of the Plan is mandatory for all
risks with premium greater than a
specified threshold, which varies by
state.
In December 2015, NCCI submitted Countrywide Item Filing
E-1404—Establishment of a
Methodology to Calculate
Experience Rating Premium
Eligibility Amounts. This item proposed to establish a methodology
for NCCI to calculate and update
the experience rating premium eligibility amounts. State-specific premium eligibility amounts will be
calculated annually and indexed
based on the year-to-year change
in a state’s Average Weekly Wage,

as estimated by the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics Quarterly Census
of Employment and Wages
(QCEW). This item included the
first annual indexed calculation of
each state’s premium eligibility
amounts. Subsequent annual calculations will be included in a state’s
loss cost/rate filing.
In years when the premium eligibility will be increased, the updated
amount will become effective six
months after the state’s loss
cost/rate filing effective date. For
example, the updated amount for a
state with a January 1 loss cost
effective date will become effective
on July 1. This extra lead time
between the loss cost/rate filing
effective date and the premium eligibility increase allows for the
smooth production of experience
rating modifications.
Please visit ncci.com for continuing
updates on the status of the proposed and approved premium eligibility changes.

New Experience Rating Split
Data Reporting
In May 2016, NCCI announced a
new data reporting method for
Employee Leasing client data and
ownership separate experience
data, currently submitted on hard
copy forms.

When Unit Statistical data is
reported for a policy that covers
multiple employers, separate exposure and claim data for an individual employer may be needed for
experience rating purposes only.
The Experience Rating (ER) Split
Data Reporting method implementation was prompted by continuous
industry feedback and requests for
an electronic solution to the current hard copy submission process.
The ER Split Data Reporting
method provides an alternative to
the hard copy submission of:
• Workers Compensation
Experience Rating for Former
Clients of Labor Contractors
(NC2745, FL1372, NV-361, and
VA1271)
• Request for Separate Experience
Data
In Second Quarter 2017, NCCI will
be implementing the new electronic reporting method for individual
exposure and claim data needed
for experience rating purposes for:
• Clients that terminate their
agreements with a Professional
Employer Organization (PEO)
and were covered under the PEO
master policy
• Employers that sell a portion of
their operations, or a subset of
locations, and an ERM-14 form
was submitted to NCCI, and
NCCI requested split data

• Employers that were covered
under a single policy, have
undergone a change in ownership and no longer share common majority ownership, an
ERM-14 form was submitted to
NCCI, and NCCI requested split
data
For additional information on ER
split data reporting, please refer to
the following sources:
• Circular UNITS-2016-01 was
released announcing the ER Split
Data reporting method
• Circular UNITS-2016-02 was
released providing the Future
Enhancement Edit Matrix
• The ER Split Data
Implementation Guide is available on ncci.com
• The Data Educational Program
will include information on the
new ER Split Data Reporting
option in January 2017
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